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Continuous Machines 
B. KONIKOWSKA 
Mathematical Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland 
In the paper we define the notion of a continuous machine of memory length 
r, which can be said to be a deterministic device extending uniquely functions 
of real variable defined on (0, r) to (0, o~). Every such extension is called a 
computation of the machine. Any function being a computation of some 
continuous machine of memory length r is called a r-computation. Similarily, 
a set of functions is called r-computable if it is the set of all computations of
some continuous machine of memory length ~-. We examine the basic properties 
of these notions. In particular, we show that some well-known sets of real 
functions (e.g. the set of all algebraic polynomials) are r-computable for every 
positive r. 
In the second part of the paper we are concerned with r-generable sets. 
A set of functions is called r-generable iff it is a subset of some r-computable 
set. We prove that for every 7-generable set G there exists the smallest (i.e. 
with the smallest set of computations) continuous machine of memory length r
whose set of computations contains G. This machine is called the machine 
generated by G. If M is a continuous machine, then by a set of generators for M 
we mean every subset G of the set of computations of M such that M is the 
machine generated by G. We examine the properties of a minimal set of 
generators and the smallest set of generators for a continuous machine. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we introduce the notion of a cont inuous machine and examine 
its basic properties. 
Roughly speaking, a cont inuous machine of memory  length r is a deter- 
minist ic  device which extends uniquely functions of real variable defined 
on (0, ~) to functions defined on (0, Go). These  extensions are called com- 
putations of the machine (or, in other words, funct ions computable by the 
machine).  
A cont inuous machine is very similar to some existing devices. For  
example, it turns out that an analog computer  generating solutions of a 
l inear differential equation with constant coefficients can be defined as a 
cont inuous machine whose set of computat ions i  the set of all solutions of 
this equation. 
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This implies that the theory of continuous machines can be used as a 
starting point for the theory of analog computers. On the other hand, a 
continuous machine can be regarded as a generalization of the discrete 
machines introduced by Z. Pawlak (1969) and Z. Grodzki (1970). 
The notion of a continuous machine induces also in a natural way a new 
notion of a computable real function, called here a ~--computation. The 
hitherto existing theory of computable functions of real variable, introduced 
by S. Mazur (1963), was based on the theory of recursive functions of natural 
variable. Here by a r-computation we mean every function of real variable 
being a computation of some continuous machine of memory length r. 
Clearly, this notion is basically different from that of a computable function 
introduced by S. Mazur. In particular, it turns out that the solutions of a 
linear differential equation with constant coefficients are ~--computations, 
whereas they are not computable in the former meaning. The basic properties 
of r-computations and some relative notions are examined in the paper. 
The definitions and main results contained here were given without 
proofs by B. Konikowska (1971a, b, c). 
2. DEFINITION OF A CONTINUOUS MACHINE 
First we shall introduce some auxiliary notions. 
By Df and Rf we shall denote the domain and the range of function 
(operator) f, respectively. If A C Dr, then by f ]A we shall mean the restric- 
tion o f f  to A, i.e. D(f [~) = A and ( f  ]A)(x) =f (x )  for x ~ A. For any sets 
A, B, by B A we shall denote the set of all total functions f: A ---> B. The 
empty set will be denoted by ~,  the set of real numbers by R and the set of 
natural integers by N. 
Let X be an arbitrary non-empty set, to be fixed for the sequel with 
exception of the examples given in the paper. All the examples will concern 
the case of X = R. For any positive real number ~- we introduce the following 
notation: 
= X ¢0.~), o~ = X <°,~) 
g¢--the set of all partial functions A: ~- -~ such that DA =/= sg. 
Elements of U, will be called operators. 
Now we shall define the operation of shift, *" 
(i) I f  f: (a, a + r) ---> X, where a />0,  r>0,  then f *E~ and 
]*(t) ~-f(a + t) for 0 ~ t % r, 
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(ii) If f :  <a, 0v) --+ X, where a /> O, then f *  E o~" and f*(t)  =f (a  q- t) 
for t ~0 .  
DEFINITION 1. For any ~ > 0, by a continuous machine of memory 
lenght -~ we understand every operator M ~ l~, which satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(i) (Vfo ~ DM)(M(fo)[<o,,) =f0)  
(ii) (Vf ~ RM)(Va >/O)[(f [<~,.))* e RM] 
The set RM will be called the set of computations of machine M and every 
element of this set will be called a computation of M. 
Clearly, (i) means that M assigns to every function fo~ DM one of its 
extensions to (0, oo). The condition (ii) means that the range of M is closed 
under shifting functions to the left. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the differential-difference equation 
y'(x) = y(x -- -c), (1) 
where r is a positive real number. This equation induces in a natural way 
a partial operator M: R <°,') --~ R <°,~) which we shall define now. 
Let f0: (0, T)--+ R be an arbitrary function continuous on (0, ~-) which 
can be extended to a function f0: <0, r ) -+  R differentiable at ~- and such 
that f0'(T)=f0(0). Then from the properties of (1) it follows that there 
exists exactly one function f :  (0, ~)  --~ R satisfying (1) for all x ~ ~- and 
such that f  [<0,~) =f0 .  We put M(fo) =f .  
We shall prove that the operator M defined in such a way is a continuous 
machine of memory length ~-. It is obvious that M satisfies condition (i) of 
Definition 1. Moreover, RM is the set of all the functions continuous on 
(0, ~)  and satisfying (1) for x ~ r. Le t f~ RM,  a ~ O, andfa = ( f  [<a.o~))*. 
Then fa is continuous on (0, m) and fa'(X) = f '(a + x) = f (a  -~ x -- ~) = 
f ,(x -- .r) for x ) % whence f~ E RM. Thus condition (ii) is also satisfied. 
For any T > 0, the set of all continuous machines of memory length ~- 
will be denoted by ~J~,. 
From now on we shall write fa instead of ( f  ]<a,~))* and fo.a+, instead of 
( f  ]<a.a+~))* in all cases when this notation cannot cause misunderstanding. 
COROLLARY 1. Every continuous machine M ~ 92i~ is an injective operator. 
Proof. If  fo ,goeDM and fo rego ,  then M(fo)]<o,O=fovago= 
M(go)l<o,~.), hence M(fo) 4: M(go). 
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COROLLARY 2. If M e T~, , then for every f ~ RM, f 1<0,~) E DM and 
M(f  1<o.~)) = f. 
Proof. Let f ~ RM. Then there exists fo ~ DM such that f = M(fo). 
From (i) of Definition 1 it follows that f0 = M(f0)[<0. 0 , whencefo =f  [<0,,) • 
Thus f  [<0,~) ~DM and M(f  ](o,~)) =f .  
COROLLARY 3. If M EgX~, then for every f ~ RM and every a >/0, 
fa.a+~ E DM and M(fa.a+~) = fa " 
Proof. Let faRM,  a >/O, By (ii) of Definition 1, fa ~ RM. Hence from 
Corollary 2 it follows that fa [<0,~) =fa,a+~  DM and M(fa,a+~) =fa"  
Corollary 3 means that a continuous machine "looks to the future," 
because it can start from an arbitrary segment fa,~+, of a computation, not 
only from the initial segment fo.~ • 
In order to investigate basic properties of a continuous machine, we shall 
prove the two following theorems: 
THEOREM 1. Let M be a continuous machine in 9J~.. I f  f, g E RM and 
a, b >/0 are such that fa,~+. ~ go,b+~ , then fa = gb . 
Proof. From the assumption and Corollary 3 it follows that f~,a+. = 
gb.b+. ~ DM and f~ ~- M(fa.~+.) = M(g~.b+.) = g~ . Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. For any M ~ 93l., there exists H: DM--> X such that for 
every f ~ RM and x >~ r, f (x)  = II(f~_.,.). 
Proof. We define II(fo) = [M(fo)](r ) forfo ~ DM. Clearly, H: DM---~ X. 
Let feRM,  x>/-r. From Corollary 3 it follows that f~_ . ,~eDM 
and M(f~.,m) = f~_~, hence n(fm_...) = [M(fx_..~)](r) = fx_.(r) ~- 
f (x  -- "r + -c) =f(x ) .  Q.E.D. 
The significance of this theorem is clear. First, the number r is really 
the memory length of M, because the value of a computation f at x is uniquely 
defined by the values of f in  the interval (x --  % x). Second, if we interprete x 
as time, then a continuous machine can be said to be time-invariant, for 
the relation between f (x)  and f~_,,~ is independent of x. 
3. ~'- COMPUTATIONS 
In this section we shall examine the properties of functions being compu- 
tations of continuous machines. 
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DEFINITION 2. A function f c o~ is said to be a r-computation if and only 
if there exists a continuous machine M E g)l, such that f is a computation 
of 21//, i.e. f e RM.  
THEOREM 3. In order that a function f ~ ~ be a r-computation, a necessary 
and sufficient condition is that, for every a, b >~ 0 such that fa,a+, =f~.~+,, 
then f~ = f~ . 
Proof. Necessity follows from Theorem 1. Suppose conversely that the 
condition is satisfied and define M in the following way: DM = {f,,a+, : a >/0} 
and M(f, , ,+,)  =f ,  for every a ~> 0. Then M is well-defined in virtue of 
the assumption on f. Moreover, M El I ,  and f ~ RM = {f, : a ~ 0}. Thus 
all we have to do is to show that M is a continuous machine in 99I~. Let 
fo~DM.  Then there exists a >~ 0 such that fo =fa. ,+, and we have 
M(fo)[<o,,) =f ,  I<o,,) =f,, ,+~ =fo .  Moreover, if g ~RM,  then there exists 
b >~ 0 such that g = f~, whence for every a /> 0, ga = f~ l<a,¢~) ~/; =fa+b ~ RM.  
Hence M is a continuous machine. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 0 < r~ < r 2 and 
f (x)  = I 0, if 0 ~<x <r  1 or x~>r2 ,  
I1, i f  r 1 ~x  <72.  
Clearly, f is a r2-computation , because, for any 0 ~ a < b, f,, ,+,, =f~,v+,~ 
implies a, b >~ z~., whence fa ~ 0 ~ fo.  However, f is not a Zl-computation , 
for fo., ~ = f,~,,2+, 1 andf  =/=f, . 
COROLLARY 4. I f  f ~ o~ is a r-computation and a, b ~ R are such that 
0 <~ a < b and fa.~+, =fo,b+~, then f ,  is a periodic function of period 
o) =b- -a .  
Proof. From the assumption on f and from Theorem 3 it follows that 
fa = fb, hence f (a  + t) = f (b  -t- t) for every t >~ 0. Let x = a + t. Then 
b + t = b --  a + x andf(x) =f(b  ~ a + x) for each x >/a.  Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5. l f  f ~ ~ and there do not exist real numbers a, b ~ 0 such 
that a C= b and fa,a+, -~ fb,b+, then f is a r-computation. 
COROLLARY 6. I f  f e ~ is an injective funetion, then it is a r-computation 
for every r > O. 
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EXAMPLE 3. By Corollary 6, for any b ~ R, 0 =# a c R, 0 < c ~ R and 
n ~ N, the functions 
ax + b, e a~+b, X n, ~,  ln(x + c) 
restricted to (0, ~)  are r-computations for every positive r. 
COROLLARY 7. I f  f c ~ is a periodic function of period ,, then it is a 
r-computation. 
Proof. In order to show that f is a r-computation, we have to prove that 
the condition of Theorem 3 is satisfied. Let us suppose that a, b /> 0 are 
such that fa,a+~ =f~.o+, • We have to prove that fa =fo .  It is equivalent 
to show that fa+ . . . .  +(n+l)~" =fb+nr,b+(n+lb" for n =0,  1, 2 , . . .  Since f is 
periodic of period ,, then f~+ .. . .  +(~+1), =fa,a+-~ and fb+~,,b+(n+l), =fb,~+~ 
for n=0,  1 ,2 , . . .  But this implies fa+~,,a+(~+l),=.fb+n~',b+(~+l)~ for 
n =0,  1,2,.... Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 8. If f ~ ~ is a periodic function of period co and there do 
not exist a, b, t such that the three following conditions are satisfied simul- 
taneously: 0 < t < ~o, 0 ~ a < b ~ oo -- t, and fa,a+t =fb,b+t, then f is 
a .-computation for every r > O. 
Proof. Let r be an arbitrary positive real number. In order to prove that f  
is a r-computation, we have to prove that, for every a, b/> O, fa,~+. =fb.0+. 
implies fa =fb .  Suppose that a, b >/0  are such that f~,a+. =f~,b+. • Let 
k=[a/co],  l=[b/co]. Then k , l~Nu{0} and a=kco+a,  b=lco+f l ,  
where 0~<~<co,  0~<f i<~o.  Since f is periodic of period co, then 
fa,a+.=-f~,~+, and f~,o+.=f~,~+., which implies f~,~+.=fmo+." Let 
e=min{co- -~,co - - f l ,  r}. Then e>0,  a+~-~<co,  f i+e-~<co and 
f~,~+~ =fm~+~" By the assumption on f, this implies ~ =f t .  Hence 
b = lco + a = a + (l --  k)co, which yields fa ~ lb.  
EXAMPLE 4. From Corollary 8 it follows that the functions 
sin x, cos x 
restricted to (0, oo) are r-computations for every 7 > 0. Indeed: both 
functions are periodic of period 2~r. Suppose that 0 < t < 2% 0 ~< a < b ~< 
27r --  t and sin(a @ u) = sin(b + u) for 0 ~< u < t. Taking the derivative 
of both sides, we obtain cos(a + u) = cos(b + u) for 0 <~ u < t. In par- 
ticular, for u = 0 we get sin a ~ sin b and cos a = cos b. As 0 ~< a < b < 2~r, 
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this is a contradiction. Thus sin x satisfies the assumption of Corollary 8. 
The same is true for cos x. 
In a slightly more complicated way we can prove that for every a # 0, 
b ~ R, the restrictions to <0, oo) of the functions 
sin(ax + b), cos(ax + b) 
also satisfy the assumption of Corollary 8 and are therefore r-computations 
for every positive r. 
COROLLARY 9. ]f f @ ~ is a to-computation for a certain r o > O, then f is 
a r-computation for every r > r o . 
Proof. Let r be an arbitrary positive real number such that r > ~'0- 
I f  a, b /> 0 are such that fa.a+, =fb,b+,, then, as r > r 0, we have also 
fa,a+~ o = fo,~+,o " Since f is a r0-computation , this implies)Ca = fb .  Therefore, 
by Theorem 3, f is a ~--computation. 
In order to derive further results from the last corollary, we introduce 
the notion of a computation. 
DEFINITION 3. A function f ~ o~ is said to be a computation if and only 
if there exists r > 0 such that f is a z-computation. 
From Corollary 9 follows an important property of c mputations: 
COROLLARY lO. I f . fe~ is a computation, then there exists a unique 
number ~ >/0 such that: 
(i) For every r > ;r f is a z-computation. 
(ii) f is not a r-computation for any 0 < r < ~. 
Proof. Let us define e in the following way: e = inf(~')O: f is a ~--compu- 
tation}. Since this set is nonempty, then ¢ is a well-defined nonnegative real 
number. Condition (ii) follows immediately from the definition of e. We 
shall prove that condition (i) is also satisfied. I f  r > e, then from the properties 
of infimum it follows that there exists r 1 such that ¢ ~ r 1 < z and f is a 
71-computation. Hence, by Corollary 9, f is a z-computation. 
It remains to prove that r is the only number with properties (i), (ii). 
Suppose that 7' >~ 0 also possesses these properties. I f  z' < ~, then there 
exists ~-2 such that r '  < 7 2 < ¢. By property (i) of r', f is a r2-computation. 
As 7 2 < -~, this contradicts property (ii) of¢. Thus ~-' ~> e. On the other hand, 
by symmetry we have r '  ~< -~, whence r'  = -L Q.E.D. 
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The boundary position of the number 7 is clear: it divides (0, ~)  in two 
intervals (0, e) and (e, oo), first of them containing all the positive numbers 
z such that f is not a z-computation, second--all numbers z such that f is 
a z-computation. However, in general we cannot tell i f f  is a 7-computation 
or not. Hence 7 cannot be called "the smallest ~ such that f  is a T-computa- 
tion." Moreover, for many functions such a number does not exist at all. 
We can only say that if this number exists, it is equal to e. 
COROLLARY 11. I f  f ~ ~ is a computation a d 
A = {r > 0: (3a, b >/0)[(fo,~+, = fb,~+,) ^  (fa ~= fb)]}, 
then the number 7given by the formula 
lsupA, if A ~= ;~, 
7=I0 ,  if A= ~,  
has the properties (i), (ii) of Corollary 10. 
Proof. It is obvious that A = {~- > 0 : f i s  not a z-computation}. From the 
assumption on f it follows that there exists z 0 > 0 such that f is a to-com- 
putation, hence, by Corollary 9, f is also a computation for every z > z 0 . 
Then ~'0 is a majorant of A. Hence, if A @ N, sup A is a well-defined 
positive number. Let e >~ 0 be the number possessing properties (i), (ii) of 
Corollary 10. We are going to prove that e = e. If e = 0, then A = 
and f is a z-computation for every z > 0, which implies 7 = 0. If 7 > 0, 
then A @ ;~ and e = sup A. Suppose that -~ < e and let z 1 be an arbitrary 
real number such that 7 < r 1 < ~. Then, by (ii), f is not a zl-computation , 
hence A is not majorized by 7, which contradicts the definition of 7. On 
the other hand, if 7 > e, then, by the definition of 7, there exists z 2 ~ R 
such that e < zz < ~ and f is not a z~-computation. This contradicts the 
property (i) of e. Hence 7 = ?. Q.E.D. 
4. "r-CoMPUTABLE SETS 
Now we shall examine the properties of function sets being sets of compu- 
tations of continuous machines. 
DEFINITION 4. A set F C o~ will be said to be .r-computable if and only if 
there exists a continuous machine M E 9X, such that F is the set of computa- 
tions of M, i.e. F = RM. 
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COROLLARY 12. I f  FC~ is r-computable, then very function feF  is 
a r-computation. 
COROLLARY 13. I f  F is a r-computable set, a,b >/0, f ,g~F and 
f~,~+~ = gb,~+~ , then f~ = gb . 
The proof follows immediately from Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 4. A nonempty set F C ~ is r-computable i f  and only if it 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) For every f, g ~F, if fo, ~ =g0.~,  then f = g. 
(ii) For every f ~ F and every a ~ O, f~ ~ F. 
Proof. The necessity follows immediately from Corollary 13 and the 
definition of a continuous machine. Suppose conversely that the conditions 
are satisfied. We define M as follows: DM = {fo.~:feF} C ~ and M(fo,~) =f  
for every f~F .  Then DM v~ ~ and M is a well-defined operator of the 
space ~ in virtue of (i). Moreover, we have F = RM.  From the definition 
of M and from (ii) it follows that M is a continuous machine in 9J/,. Hence 
F is a r-computable set. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let F = {(fl 1<,,~))*: a /> 0} t) {(f~ [<,,~))*: a ~> 0}, where 
I~: if 0~<x <r i  
f~(x) if x>/r  i 
(i = 1, 2) and 0 < r t < r 2 . It is easy to verify that F is a 72-computable 
set. Indeed, as f , ,  ~ 0 for anyf~F,  then, for any f, g ~F, fo.,2 = go.,~ implies 
f = g. Clearly, F satisfies also condition (ii) of Theorem 4. However, F is 
not rl-computable , because f l  I<0., 1) = f2 [<0,, 1) and f l  =/= re.  
We can easily show that Theorem 3 can be derived from Theorem 4. 
Indeed, from (ii) of Definition 1 it follows that f is a r-computation iff the 
set {f~: a ~> 0} is a subset of a r-computable set. Using Theorem 4, we can 
prove that this condition is equivalent to that of Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 14. For any f e ~,  {f} is a r-computable set if  and only if f 
is a constant function. 
Proof. Sufficiency is obvious. Suppose conversely that {f} is a r-com- 
putable set. Then f ,  ~ {f} for every a ~ 0, which implies fa = f for every 
a >/0. Hence f (a)  =f (0 )  for a /> 0. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 15. I f  F C ~ is a -Co-computable s t for a certain % > 0, 
then F is a ,c-computable set for every -r > ,c o . 
DEFINITION 5. A set F C ~- is said to be computable if and only if there 
exists ,c > 0 such that F is ,c-computable. 
Corollary 15 is an analogue of Corollary 9. Hence for every computable 
set there exists a "boundary" number e analogous to that existing for every 
computation. Namely, the following corollaries hold: 
COROLLARY 16. I f  FC  ~" is a computable set, then there exists a number 
>/0 such that: 
(i) For every ,c > ~ F is a ,c-computable set. 
(ii) F is not a ,c-computable set for any 0 < -r < ~. 
COROLLARY 17. I f  F C ~" is a computable set and 
A = {,c > 0: (3f, g 6F)[(fo, = go,,) ^  ( f  =/= g)]}, 
then the number ~ given by the formula 
tsupA, if A # 
= t0, if A = 
has the properties (i), (ii) of Corollary 16. 
5. EXAMPLES OF ABSOLUTELY COMPUTABLE SETS OF REAL FUNCTIONS 
As in all other examples given in the paper, we assume that X = R. Let 
us denote the set of all total functions f:  (0, ~)  --~ R (i.e. R <°,~)) by ~.  
In this section we shall prove that some well-known subsets of ~ are r-com- 
putable for each .c > 0. Of cause, thus we will also obtain further examples 
of functions in ~ being ,c-computations for every .c > 0. 
Note that all the sets of real functions discussed here will be treated as 
subsets of ~ .  Thus, for example, by "the set of all polynomials" we shall 
mean here the set of all restrictions of polynomials to <0, ~).  
DEFINITION 6. A set F C ~ is said to be absolutely computable if and 
only if it is .c-computable for every .c > 0. 
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DEFINITION 7. A function fen  is said to be 
a sequence a 0 , a 1 , as ,... of real numbers uch that 
f(x) = ~ anx ~ 
~0 
for every x >/0. 
entire iff there exists 
PROPOSITION 1. The set E of all entire functions is absolutely computable. 
Proof. Let r be an arbitrary positive real number. Suppose that f, g ~ E 
are such that fo,, = g0,, • As f, g ~ E, then there exist ao, a 1 .... and b 0 , b 1 ,... 
such that 
: (x> = a.. ' ,  = 
'n=O ~=0 
for x >~ 0. Since f0., = go.,, then 
~a~x~= ~b~x  
n=O n=0 
for 0 ~< x < r. This, by the properties of power series, implies a~ = b n for 
n = 0, 1, 2 , . ,  whence f = g. 
Now let f~  E, a ~> 0. Then from the properties of entire functions it 
follows that there exist c o , q ,... such that 
f(t) = ~ cn(t -- a) n 
n=0 
for t >/0. Hence 
L(x) = f(a + x) = ~ c.x ~ 
~=0 
for x >~ 0, which implies fa ~ E. Thus, by Theorem 4, E is a r-computable 
set. Since r was arbitrary, this ends the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2. The set W of all algebraic polynomials is absolutely 
computable. 
Proof. Since W C E and E is absolutely computable, then W satisfies 
condition (i) of Theorem 4 for each r > 0. Thus it suffices to prove that W 
satisfies condition (ii) of this theorem. Let w ~ W, a /> 0. Then there exist 
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a0, al , . . . ,  aM ER such that w(x) = a~x n + an ix ~-1 + "'" + ao for x ~ 0. 
Hence wa(x) = w(a + x) = a~(a + x) ~ + a~_l(a + x) n - l+  ... + a o. 
Clearly, this implies w~ e W. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3. The set Q of all rational functions of the form q = u/w, 
where u, w ~ W and w(x) C= 0 for all x >~ O, is absolutely computable. 
Proof. Let r > 0. Suppose that q = u/w, q' = u'/w' ~ Q and 3o,~ = qo#. 
Then (uw')[<0,,) = (u'w)]<0,,) . Since uw', u'w ~ W and W is absolutely com- 
putable, this implies uw'= u'w, whence q = q'. Now let q = u/w ~Q, 
a/> O. Then qa = Ua/Wa " As u, W ~ W, then Ua , wa ~ W. Moreover, w(x) ~ 0 
for x >/0  implies w~(x) ~ 0 for x >/0,  whence qa ~ Q. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4. The set V of all trigonometric polynomials is absolutely 
computable. 
Proof. Since the functions sin kx, cos kx are entire for any k E N, then 
every trigonometric polynomial is also an entire function, whence V C E. 
Thus it suffices to prove that V satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem" 4. Let 
v E V, a >~ 0. Then there exist a 0 , a 1 ,..., a~, b 1 ,..., b~ e R such that 
v(x) = a o + i (a~ cos kx + b~ sin kx), 
k=l  
for x ~ 0. Hence 
%(x) = v(a + x) = a o + i (a~ cos k(a + x) + bk sin k(a + x)) 
g=l  
= a0 + ~ ((ak cos ka + bk sin ka) cos kx 
k=l  
+ (bk cos ka -- ak sin ka) sin kx), 
which implies va e V. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5. The set of all solutions of a linear differential equation 
with constant coefficients i  absolutely computable. 
Proof. Let S be the set of all solutions of the equation 
y(n) + an_ly(n-1) + ... + aoy = b 
where a o ,..., a=, b e R. Consider an arbitrary r > 0 and 
f, gES  are such that fo,~ =go,~- Then we 
(2) 
suppose that 
have f(i)(O) = g(i)(O) for 
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i -~ 0, 1,..., n -- 1. Since (2) has exactly one solution y defined on (0, Go) 
and such that y(i)(0)=f(i)(O) for i =0 ,  1 , . . . ,n - -1 ,  this implies f=g .  
Now let fES ,  a~0.  Then f~°(x )=f t l ) (a+x)  for i=0 , ] , . . . ,n  and 
x ~ 0. As f satisfies (2) and the coefficients of (2) are constant, then fa also 
satisfies (2). Hence fa E S. Q.E.D. 
This result can be used as a basis to define the notion of an analog com- 
puter, which was done by B. Konikowska (1972). 
6. CONTINUOUS MACHINES GENERATED BY 7-GENERABLE SETS 
In the preceding sections we were concerned with r-computable sets, 
being sets of computations of continuous machines. It is easy to see that a 
subset of a ~-computable s t is not necessarily r-computable, since it might 
not be closed under shifts. Hence it is natural to examine now the properties 
of subsets of r-computable sets. 
DEFINITION 8. A non-empty set G C ~- is said to be r-generable if and 
only if there exists a ~--computable s t F C Y such that G C F. 
As a consequence of the definition of a T-computable set we conclude 
immediately the following: 
COROLLARY 18. A nonempty set G C ~" is z-generable if and only if 
there exists a continuous machine M ~ ~t,  such that G C RM. 
COROLLARY 19. A function f ~ ~" is a T-computation if and only if {f} 
is a z-generable set. 
THEOREM 5. In order that a nonempty set G C ~- be r-generable, a necessary 
and sufficient condition is that, for every g, h ~ G and every a, b ~ 0 such that 
g~,a+~ = ho,~+, , then ga = h b . 
Proof. The necessity follows immediately from Corollary 13. Suppose 
conversely that a nonempty set G C ~- satisfies this condition. Let F be the 
closure of G under shifts, i.e. F = {g~: g ~ G, a ~ 0}. Clearly, ~ @ F C 
and F satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 4. From the assumption on G it 
follows that condition (i) is also satisfied. Hence F is a T-computable set. 
Since G CF,  this implies that G is a z-generable set. Therefore the condition 
is also sufficient. Q.E.D. 
643/2z/4-5 
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Considering Corollary 19, we can say that Theorem 5 is a generalization 
of Theorem 3. 
DEFINITION 9. Let M 1 , M2 be two arbitrary machines in 93l~. We shall 
say that M 1 is contained in M e (in symbols M 1CMe) if and only if 
RM~ C RM e . 
COROLLARY 20. For any M1,  2142 e ~ , ~ I  1 = JVI 2 i f  and only i f  M 1 C M 2 
and M 2 C M 1 . 
Proof. If  M 1 = M~,  then RM t = RM2,  which implies M a C M e and 
342 C M 1 . Suppose conversely that 3/11, M 2 e 9X, are such that M 1 C M e 
and M2 C M a . Then RM 1 = RM e . Since M1,  M e are continuous machines, 
this implies DM 1 = {fo,, : f~ RM1} = {fo., : f~ RMe} -- DM2 . Moreover, 
for every )Co e DM1,  Ml(fo)[<0,, ) =)Co = Me(fo)]<o,,) • As RM 1 is a ~--com- 
putable set, from Theorem 4 it follows that M~(fo ) = Me(fo) for every 
)Co e DM 1 : DM e . Hence M 1 : M e . Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 21. For any M1,  M e • ~J~ , M 1 = M e iff RM 1 = RM e . 
COROLLARY 22. I f  F C ~" is a z-computable set, then there exists exactly 
one machine M ~ ~i~, such that F = RM.  
This property is important: it means that a continuous machine of a 
given memory length z is uniquely determined by its set of computations. 
It is obvious that, for a given z-generable set G, there exists generally 
a lot of machines in ~0l, with the property G C RM.  This implies a minimal- 
ization problem: for a given r-generable set G, find the smallest (in terms 
of C) machine M ~ 9J~ such that G C RM.  
THEOREM 6. For any -r-generable set G C~,  there exists exactly one 
machine M • ~Jl, such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) G C RM.  
(ii) For every M '  • 9X~ , i f  G C RM' ,  then M C M ' .  
Proof. Let F=(g , :g•G,a~0}.  By the proof of Theorem 5, F is 
a T-computable set. Then, by Definition 4 and Corollary 22, there exists 
a unique machine M • !lJl~ such that F = RM.  Since G CF, then G C RM.  
Suppose that M '•  ~0/~ and G C RM' .  As RM'  is a z-computable set, then 
from Theorem 4 it follows that g~ • RM'  for every g • G and a ~ 0. This 
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implies RM C RM' .  Hence M satisfies conditions (i), (ii). Suppose that 
Ma ~ 9J~, also satisfies these conditions. Then M C M 1 and M 1 C M, for 
G C RM, G C RM 1 and both the machines atisfy condition (ii). By Corol- 
lary 20, this implies M = M 1 . Hence M is the only machine in 93l, which 
satisfies conditions (i), (ii). Q.E.D. 
Let us denote the class of all ~-generable subsets of ~ by N~. 
DEFINITION 10. For any G E f#~, by the machine generated by the set G, 
in symbols ~(G) ,  we understand the only machine of the class 9X, which 
satisfies conditions (i), (ii) of Theorem 6. 
Clearly, rig'(G) is the smallest machine in 9)l~ whose set of computations 
contains G. 
COROLLARY 23. I f  G ~ ~,  then RJf/(G) = {g~: g ~ G, a ~ 0}. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let G consist of all the functions of the form ax, where 
a :# 0. Then, by Proposition 1, G is T-generable for every ? > 0. Let g ~ G, 
b ~> 0. Then g(x) ~- ax for some a va 0. Hence gb(x) : g(b + x) = 
a(b -[- x) -= ax -[- ab. On the other hand, if h(x) ~ cx + d for some 0 @ c, 
d ~ R, then h = ~,a/e, where if(x) = cx, F, ~ G. Thus RJ{(G) is the set of all 
linear functions of the form ax -t- b, where a :/= 0. 
COROLLARY 24. Let G, G' c f~ . In order that J / (G)  C ~{/(G'), a necessary 
and sufficient condition is that, for every g ~ G, there exist g' c G' and a ~ 0 
such that g = g'~. 
Proof. Since G C Rdd(G), then from Corollary 23 it follows that the 
condition is necessary. Suppose conversely that it is satisfied and let 
h ~Rdf (G) .  Then there exist g ~ G and a ~ 0 such that h =ga • On the 
other hand, by the assumption g ~-g~ for some g' ~ G' and b ~ 0. Thus 
h = g'a+~  R~(G ' ) .  Since h was arbitrary, this implies RJ (G)C  R.//g(G'), 
or ~(G)  C Jd(G').  Q.E.D. 
As a consequence of Corollaries 20, 24 we conclude the following: 
COROLLARY 25. For any G, G' ~ f¢~, Jg(G) = J[(G')  if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) For every g ~ G, there exist g' ~ G' and a ~ 0 such that g ~- g'~. 
(ii) For every g' ~ G', there exist g ~ G and a' ~ 0 such that g' = go". 
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7. SETS OF GENERATORS 
Now we shall examine a problem converse to that examined in the pre- 
ceding section. Namely, for a given machine M, we are concerned with all 
the subsets G C RM such that M ----- JA/(G). 
DEFINITION 11. Consider an arbitrary continuous machine M~9.1/,. 
A nonempty set G C RM will be said to be a set of generators for M if and 
only if M is the machine generated by G. 
THEOREM 7. Let M ~ 9~ and G C RM. In order that G be a set of genera- 
tors for M, a necessary and sufficient condition is that, for every f~  RM, there 
exist g E G and a ~ 0 such that f =ha" 
Proof. From Corollary 23 it follows that the condition is necessary. 
Suppose conversely that it is satisfied. Then, by Corollary 23, RM C Rd/(G), 
or M C d/(G). Since G C RM and J~(G) satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 6, 
we have also ~' (G)  C M. Then from Corollary 20 it follows that M = d//(G). 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 26. For any M ~ 9J~, , if G C RM is a set of generators for M 
and G C G' C RM, then G' is also a set of generators for M. 
Clearly, if M ~ 9J~,, then RM is a set of generators for M. We shall prove 
that a machine has generally more than one set of generators. 
THEOREM 8. For any machine M ~ 9J~, , M has exactly one set of generators, 
namely RM, if  and only if  RM is a set of constant functions. 
Proof. Suppose that RM is a set of constant functions and G C RM is 
a set of generators for M. Then there exists f~  RM such that f6  G. By 
Theorem 7, f = ga for some g ~ G and a ~ 0. Since g is constant, then 
ga = g. Hence f = g ~ G, which is a contradiction. Thus RM is the only 
set of generators for M. Suppose now that RM is the only set of generators 
for M and RM contains a function f which is not constant. Then there 
exists a >0 such that f(a)=/=f(O). Let G=RM--{ f~}CRM.  Since 
f va fa ,  then f ~ G. Clearly, this implies that for every h ~ RM, there exist 
g E G and b ~> 0 such that h = go (it suffices to take g = h, b -~ 0 for h =/: fa ,  
and g = f, b ~ a for h --f~). Thus, by Theorem 7, G is a set of generators 
for 214. Therefore M has two different sets of generators: RM and G, which 
is a contradiction. Hence every function in RM must be constant. Q.E.D. 
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Let M be an arbitrary machine of the class gJ~,. Now we shall consider 
a minimalization problem: does there exist a minimal set of generators for M, 
i.e. a set G C RM such that rig(G) = M and there does not exist G' C G 
with the property ~(G' )  = M. 
THEOREM 9. Let M ~ 9X~ and let G C RM be a set of generators for M. 
In order that G be a minimal set of generators for M, a necessary and sufficient 
condition is that for every g, h ~ G and every a ~ 0 such that g = ha, then 
g~-h .  
Proof. The necessity is proved by contraposition. Suppose that G is 
a minimal set of generators for M and there exist g, h 6 G and a >/0 such 
thatg=h a andg@h.  Let G' =G- -{g}CG.  S inceg~h,  then h~G' .  
Hence G, G' satisfy conditions (i), (ii) of Corollary 25, which implies 
J / (G ' )  = dI(G) = M. Thus we obtain a contradiction. 
The sufficiency is again proved by leading to a contradiction. Suppose 
that the condition is satisfied and G is not a minimal set of generators for M. 
Then there exists G' C G such that G' is a set of generators for M. Since 
G' C G, then there exists g ~ G -- G'. But g ~ RM and M = ~((G'), hence 
there exist g' 6 G' and a ~ 0 such that g ~ g'a. Since g ~ G', then g v~ g'. 
On the other hand, G' C G implies g' ~ G and we obtain a contradiction. 
As a consequence of Theorems 7, 9 we obtain the following: 
COROLLARY 27. For any M ~ 9~ and any G C RM, G is a minimal set 
of generators for M if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) For every f ~ RM, there exist g ~ G and a ~ 0 such that f = ga . 
(ii) For every g, h E G and every a ~ 0 such that g ~- h a , then g = h. 
From Theorem 9 it follows that some machines do not possess a minimal 
set of generators. The example of such a machine is given by the following 
corollary: 
COROLLARY 28. Let f e ~" be such that fa,a+, ¢ fb,b+,fo r every 0 ~ a < b 
and let G = {fa: a > 0}. Then G ~ f~ and J~(G) does not possess a minimal 
set of generators. 
Proof. From Theorem 5 and from the assumption on f it follows that 
G~, .  By Corollary 23, we have Rdg(G)={ga:g~G,a>~O}-=G.  
Suppose that G' C G is a minimal set of generators for ~'(G).  Then there 
exists A C (0, oe) such that G' = {fa: a ~ A}. We have the two following 
cases: 
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(i) A : {a}, where a > 0. Since, by the assumption on f, fa/2 :/:f~+~ 
for every b >/0,  then from Theorem 7 it follows that G' is not a set of 
generators for dr(G),  which is a contradiction. 
(ii) There exist a, b e A such that a < b. Then, by the assumption on f ,  
f~ =/=f0 Since f i  ==f, * • J<b-~.oo) and f~ ,fb ~ G,  from Theorem 9 it follows 
that G' is not a minimal set of generators for .///(G), which is again a contra- 
diction. Hence rig(G) does not possess a minimal set of generators. 
It is obvious that in case of X - -  R there exists a lot of functions atisfying 
the assumption of Corollary 28, e.g. x n, e ~, ln(a + x) for a > 0. 
We can easily see that there are machines which possess more than one 
minimal set of generators. In particular, the following theorem holds: 
THEOREM 10. In order that a machine M ~ 9J~, possess at least two minimal 
sets of generators, a necessary and sufficient condition is that there exist a minimal 
set of generators for M containing a periodic function which is not constant. 
Proof. Suppose that G, G' are two different minimal sets of generators 
for M. Without any loss of generality, we can assume G (~ G'. This implies 
that there exists g E G such that g 6 G'. But g ~ RIV1 and M ~ d//(G'), 
hence there exist g' ~ G' and a >/0  such that g = g'a. Since g ~ G', then 
a > 0. G is also a set of generators for M, so there exist h e G and b >/0  
such that g'  ~ h b . Thus g -- ha+ b . Since g, h e G and G is a minimal set 
of generators for M, from Theorem 9 it follows that g ~ h. This implies 
g =g~,  where w ~ a + b > 0, so g is periodic of period w. Moreover, 
g is not constant, because this would imply g'  ----- gb = g, which is impossible. 
Thus the condition is necessary. 
Suppose conversely that it is satisfied. Then there exists a minimal set G 
of generators for M containing a periodic function g which is not constant. 
Let co > 0 be the period of g. Since g is not constant, then there exists 
0 < c < ~o such that g(c) =7/= g(O). Let G' = (G - -  {g}) k3 {ge}. Then G (~ G', 
for g ~ G and g ~ G'. Since g =go~ -----go I<~-,.~), then the conditions of 
Corollary 25 are satisfied. Hence d/ (G ' )= ~ ' (G)= 2FI. We shall prove 
that G' is a minimal set of generators for/14. Suppose that h, h' ~ G', a >~ 0 
and h' ~ ha • We have the following cases: 
(i) h,h 'eG- -{g} .  Then, as G is a minimal set of generators, by 
Theorem 9 h = h'. 
(ii) h' ~ G - -  {g}, h ----- go- Then h' -- h~ -- ge+a" As h' ~ G - -  {g}, then 
h' =/= g. Since g, h' ~ G and h' =- g~+~ , this contradicts Theorem 9. Hence 
this case cannot occur. 
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(iii) h ~ G -- {g}, h' = g c . As c<~o,  then g = g~ = (gc l<~-c.~))*. 
Since g~ = ha, this yields g = ho+~_c. As g =A h (for h ~ G -- {g}) and 
g, h ~ G, this contradicts Theorem 9. Thus (iii) cannot occur. 
(iv) h=gc=h' .  
Thus, by Theorem 9, G' is a minimal set of generators for M. Hence the 
condition is also sufficient. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 29. Let f ~ ~ be an arbitrary -c-computation. I f  f is periodic 
and not constant, then M({f}) possesses at least two minimal sets of generators. 
The proof is by the fact that {f} is a minimal set of generators for M({f}) 
containing a periodic function which is not constant. From the proof of 
Theorem 10 it follows that all the sets of the form {fc) are minimal sets of 
generators for m({f}). 
The above remarks imply that we can try to make an attempt at further 
minimalization. The problem is: whether and when a given machine M 
possesses the smallest set of generators, i.e. the set G C RM such that 
all(G) = M and, for every G' C RM, d¢(G') = M implies G C G'. 
Clearly, there exists at most one smallest set of generators for a given 
machine. Moreover, if a machine possesses the smallest set of generators, 
then this set is also the only minimal set of generators for this machine. 
Now we shall prove that the converse is also true: 
THEOREM 11. Let M ~ 9J~, . A set G C RM is the smallest set of generators 
for M if  and only if G is the only minimal set of generators for M. 
Proof. It remains to prove the implication ~.  Suppose that G is the 
only minimal set of generators for M and G is not the smallest set of genera- 
tors for M. Then there exists G' C RM such that J t (G' )  = M and G (~ G'. 
Thus, reasoning in the same way as in the first part of the proof of Theo- 
rem 10, we can show that G contains aperiodic function which is not constant. 
Hence, by Theorem 10, M possesses at least two minimal sets of generators. 
This is a contradiction, so G must be the smallest set of generators for M. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 30. I f  M ~ 9~ and G is a minimal set of generators for M, 
then G is the smallest set of generators for M if and only if G does not contain 
a periodic function which is not constant. 
The implication ~ is obvious, the converse implication is proved in 
the same way as that of Theorem l 1. 
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COROLLARY 31. I f  MG~I)~, and GCRM,  then G is the smallest set of 
generators for M if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) For every f ~ RM, there exist g G G and a ~ 0 such that f = ga • 
(ii) For every g, h ~ G and every a > O, if g -~ ha, then g : h ~ const. 
Proof. Suppose that G is the smallest set of generators for M. Then, 
by Theorem 7, G satisfies condition (i). Let g, h G G and a > 0 be such 
that g ~ h a . Since G is a minimal set of generators for M, then, by Theo- 
rem 9, g = h. Thus h = ha, whence h is periodic of period a. By Corol- 
lary 30, this implies that h is constant, whence g = h ~ const. 
Conversely, suppose that G satisfies conditions (i), (ii). Then, by Corol- 
lary 27, G is a minimal set of generators for M. Suppose that g E G is periodic 
of period co. Then g = g~, which, by (ii), implies that g ~ const. Hence G 
does not contain a periodic function which is not constant. This, by Corol- 
lary 30, implies that G is the smallest set of generators for M. 
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